
SHARING MY GIFTS WITH THE WORLD

We all have a certain special gift inside of us. There is no one else in the world with that gift. And you need to share it.

I listened to people who told me my dreams were too big. No one can do it quite like you. This journey has
been tough. By the time I was a teenager, I knew exactly who I was and what I wanted to be. I found a stable
corporate writing job that offered health benefits and a nice retirement plan. And when we are most alive we
are most compassionate and vice versa. Using our gifts keeps us aligned with a purpose. So I committed to
re-discovering my creative self and honoring my gifts. The musicians responded to the amateur conductors
and altered their tempo and performance accordingly. I would sing and preen and pose like a rock star,
imagining thousands of frenzied fans singing my songs back to me with tears in their eyes. And very soon
after, I felt happy! Trying to be fearless is an attempt to make it easy to do something that feels difficult. And
very soon, I was restless, bored, angry, and miserable. But they are really missing a HUGE fact. Anything and
everything that sparked a creative fire in me was fair game. You will have great hesitation. Here are a few
reasons why. You have the ability and the power to cheer someone up, help someone to realize their own
dream or goal, inspire others and build your self-confidence. Get Courageous! They could be worth a fortune.
I felt a release, as if a door had opened that I didn't even know was there. I thought for a while that everyone
could speak and everyone could connect through coaching but I was wrong. I became more positive, more
optimistic, more joyful than ever. Our gifts reflect who we are at our very core, and who the world needs us to
be. That jobs for rock journalists were few and far between. They blow with the wind. Do it anyway. Like me.
I could entertain these people for a brief moment. Courageous TV , Inspirational I love encouraging people to
share their gifts and talents. Before I knew it, I was singing again, designing jewelry, taking photographs,
teaching myself to play the guitar. Why would you want to die with your gift unshared? I committed to one
hip-hop dance class. Improv Everywhere, in collaboration with Carnegie Hall, set up an empty podium on the
streets of New York in front of an orchestra with the sign "Conduct Us" -- allowing bystanders to conduct
some of the most talented young musicians in the world. They come to see these categories as fixed, forgetting
that they too once loved to draw and tell imaginative stories.


